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It s Time
by Sondre Lerche
----------------
Tabbed by Charles Podkanski
Email/msn: charles@podkanski.com

Chords used:
------------
     
     G B7 Em  C D7 F#dim Am7(1) F#/D  Cadd9/B D#dim  Dm  C  Cm Am7(2)
E||--3--2--0--0--2---5-----5------2------------2------1--3---3--0--||
B||--3--0--0--1--1---4-----5------3-----1------1------3--1---4--1--||
G||--0--2--0--0--2---5-----5------2-----0------2------2--0---5--0--||
D||--0--1--2--2--0---4-----5------0-----0------1------0--2---5--2--||
A||--2--2--2--3------------7------0-----2----------------3---3--0--||
E||--3-----0---------------5------2--------------------------------||

Intro/Verse: G B7 Em C D7 F#dim

Verse 1:

You seem to forgive me

for the quarrels of the past

I have thought it over weekly

Now I see it clear at last

I ve must have been as angry as can be

to take it to that point

Over time it s changing surface

So that we can get along

Chorus:

Am7(1)                  G     F#/D
A black pedestrian says goodbye
Am7(1)                        G     F#/D
I ve been fooled too long, it s time 
        C      Cadd9/B



to move on and forget
    B7         C   D7
I have no regrets

*play intro chords*

verse 2:

You seem to be happy

With me dining with your hoes

And it took sometime to let go

Of the place I love the most

It was a rebel and there s somebody

that had to walk where they once lept

And I m not all satisfied

But wise enough to accept

Chorus:

Am7(1)                  G     F#/D
A black pedestrian says goodbye
Am7(1)                        G     F#/D
I ve been fooled too long, it s time 
        C      Cadd9/B
to move on and forget
    B7         C   D7
I have no regrets

*play intro chords*

Verse 3:

Am7(1)                Em                 D#dim
So I told you I would leave this home
              Dm   G
I m ashamed to say
        C(x32013)
It was me
       Cm          G
And it s always me and you
     Em         Am7(2)   
You settle down again
C                D7    F#dim



And move to understand

        G   B7  Em
I m not one who acts like this
     C         D7      G
I ve must have been forgone
       G    B7 Em
But it made me furious
            C       D7        G      
to see what you two kids have done
            C       D7
to see what you two kids...
     G
have done


